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I'll start by saying what we all know. The NAFTA does not look good. Despite the
President's support and despite the efforts of the business community, there's a real question
about whether we'll have free trade with Mexico next January. Today I'd like to talk a little
bit about the NAFTA's shortcomings, and what it will take to get an agreement Congress will
pass.
WHY DO WE MAKE TRADE AGREEMENTS?
We have to begin by thinking through our reasons for making trade agreements. Why
do the American people want to spend their tax money negotiating the GATT agreement or
free trade with Mexico? What do we hope to gain?
The answer is pretty simple. If we negotiate a trade agreement, the American people
want us to do it for economic reasons. They want the agreement to create jobs. And they
want it to make Americans more prosperous.
I do not believe the American people want us to negotiate trade agreements because
the agreements would make a particular foreign government look good at home; or because
we approve of that country's economic policies in principle; or for similar foreign policy
reasons.
Unfortunately, I think these were major reasons for the Bush Administration's decision
to negotiate the NAFTA. And you can still hear them from many supporters of the NAFTA,
who argue for it based on its effect on the coming succession to President Salinas, or on
Mexico's economic reforms.
That misses the point. Mexico will surely pursue the economic policies it thinks are
in its best interests. So should we. If we approve the NAFTA, I think the American people
would want us to do so because it would create jobs and raise the American standard of
living.
In the past, making this judgment has involved a fairly pure economic calculation of
the likely gains and losses from trade. Will lowering tariffs help the American economy or
hurt it?
In these terms, the NAFTA has some benefits. I believe the previous Administration
oversold them, but they are real.
ECONOMIC EFFECTS NO LONGER SUFFICIENT FOR APPROVAL
According to the International Trade Commission, the NAFTA could create a net of
95,000 new jobs in America. That is a relatively small number -- by comparison, the natural
growth of the environmental technology industry has created a net of 280,000 new jobs 
since
1988 -- but it is not unimportant.
It would strengthen the existing export trends which have raised American exports to
Mexico from $12.4 billion in 1987 to $40.6 billion last year.
It would raise American GDP by half a percent. Again, not a huge number. But in
dollar terms it's $25 billion a year, nearly twice what President Clinton proposed in his
economic stimulus package last spring.
This is all pretty good. Of course, it will also have bad effects in some sectors. But
twenty years ago, it might have been sufficient to approve the agreement. Today, however, it
is no longer enough.
Trade agreements in general, and the NAFTA in particular, have a profound effect on
our environment. That, in turn, has profound effects on our economy and quality of life,
which we must consider fully as we debate the NAFTA.
I have always supported free trade, and I will continue to support free trade. But trade
agreements which ignore the environment are no longer free.
THE POLLUTION SUBSIDY
American companies obey rigorous environmental standards. And they get hurt when
competitors cut costs by polluting. Firms which locate in Mexico to evade environmental
laws give themselves the benefit of what I call the "pollution subsidy."
A Washington Post story a few weeks ago showed how the pollution subsidy works.
Two plants are going up on the Mexico side of the border with Texas, right by the Big
Bend National Park. Their smokestacks have no scrubbers. That means the owners save over
$200 million in fixed costs. This is a pollution subsidy which lets them sell at lower prices
than law-abiding American competitors.
Taxpayers and other businesses pay for the pollution subsidy just as they pay for any
subsidy. When toxic chemicals enter the environment, the people who work and live nearby
become ill. Businesses, not just polluters, lose money because more of their employees miss
work and their health insurance rates rise. Taxpayers also lose money because their
governments have to pay for environmental cleanup.
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In some cases, there are still other effects. In the example I just mentioned, the plants
will create a permanent haze in Big Bend. Thus, they are likely to lower the park's tourism
value. The pollution subsidy hurts everyone, not just competing companies.
The cost of this pollution subsidy must be a fundamental part of our calculations on
the NAFTA. We must make it as important in our debate as the NAIFTA's potential benefits
in higher exports, stronger protection for intellectual property and reforms in Mexican
investment rules. And if the pollution subsidy threatens to make the losses outweigh the
gains -- as I believe it does -- we should fix the problems or reject the agreement.
THE RICHEY DECISION
A few weeks ago, Judge Charles Richey brought this home to us. He found that the
National Environmental Policy Act, or NEPA, requires the Administration to complete an
Environmental Impact' Statement on the NAFTA before submitting it to Congress.
Judge Richey's reading of NEPA is controversial. The appeal may or may not bear
him out. And if he is upheld, we may find that Environmental Impact Statements are not the
best way to address trade agreements.
But the most important thing about the decision is the principle behind it. We must
have a way to consider the environmental impact of trade agreertments before we approve
them. We have to understand the environmental effects of trade agreements before we see
them on the ground and in the water.
Nowhere is that more true than the NAFTA -- an agreement linking the United States
with a developing country with which we share a long border. The NAFTA would be a
better agreement, and would have better prospects today, if the Bush Administration had
given some serious thought to its environmental effects.
CONDITIONS ON THE BORDER
The existing free-trade or "maquiladora" zones on the border, where the pollution
subsidy is the highest, show why this is the case. The maquiladoras create a lot of economic
activity. But they also create disastrous environmental problems, which cost money and
cause disease and human suffering.
A GAO study found that eight out of ten of these plants operate in blatant violation of
Mexico's environmental laws. They make taxpayers pay for cleaning up their garbage and
waste. They cause preventable diseases and make taxpayers and law-abiding firms pay the
resulting higher insurance rates.
It is very simple. These plants cut their costs at the expense of law-abiding firms and
families with children on both sides of the border, and get an unfair advantage over firms that
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obey the law. If we pass the NAFTA, we must be sure it will not 
repeat the maquiladora
experience on a larger scale.
A few weeks ago, on a visit to El Paso and Juarez, I saw the border problems first-
hand. In Juarez alone, fifty-five million gallons of industrial sludge and twenty-four million
gallons of raw sewage flow into the Rio Grande every day. That is enough to fill up 
and
empty the Capitol Dome seventeen times a day, every day, every week, every month, every
year. And that's just the gunk we know about.
I walked down to the Rio Grande one afternoon. At Juarez, it's about fifty feet wide
and four feet deep. And it literally stinks. It is full of sewage, garbage and industrial waste.
A drainage canal running alongside it, nicknamed "Aguas Negras" or "Black Waters," is even
worse. And worst of all, although you can't see them, are the chemical plumes underground,
reaching across the river to contaminate drinking water for Americans and Mexicans alike.
Governor Richards of Texas says it will cost $4.2 billion to clean up her part of the
border alone. Estimates for the full border area go as high as $30 billion.
That is just for cleanup. We can only guess at the bill for treating the pollution-
related illness caused by border environmental abuse. But here's one example, based on one
disease in one town.
Infectious hepatitis is caused by environmental problems of the kind I saw in Juarez.
Across the river in El Paso, it runs at five times our national rate. They had 650 cases in the
last three years, each costing taxpayers and insurance ratepayers an average of $9,000. If
infectious hepatitis in El Paso simply ran at the national average, we would have cut nearly
$5 million off the health care bill.
When you go to the border, you can see and smell the environmental problems. The
labor issues take a little more work to investigate -- but not much.
I visited a family of ten who live in Juarez. They live in a tin shack with four rooms.
No running water or electricity. The two youngest daughters -- age 13 and 16 -- work in
U.S.-owned electronics assembly plants, violating child labor laws. No one else in the family
can get a job. Their mother told me that women in the area are routinely fired when they 
get
pregnant.
A maquiladora worker showed me his weekly paycheck. He makes seventy cents an
hour. The company is kind enough to come up with an extra seventeen cents as a bonus for
"good attendance" if he doesn't get sick. Again, a U.S.-owned plant.
These problems are bad enough today. I will not support a NAFTA that makes them
worse. Free trade must not pit law-abiding American firms against plants who cut costs by
dumping hazardous waste into the river, hiring children and firing employees 
who want to
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have a baby.
NEED FOR STRONG SIDE AGREEMENTS
The Administration's side agreement proposal would create a North American
Commission on the Environment with an independent Secretariat and the right to collect data.
As a last resort, it would let us use trade sanctions if the law is not enforced and negotiations
fail. The sanctions would be the final deterrent against polluting the environment.
This proposal is simple, logical, and fair. It says that companies which go south to
take advantage of a pollution subsidy, cut costs, and injure law-abiding American firms
should not get the benefits of the NAFTA.
If we can get such a side agreement, I will support the NAFTA. On the other hand, if
we can't, I will have to, vote against the NAFTA.
Unfortunately, the Mexican side has been hesitant to accept the trade sanction
provision. Instead, they advocate a system of government-to-government fees.
This proposal falls far short. It punishes government agencies, not polluting
companies. It may well be unworkable, as it depends on the willingness of a 
government
agency to fine itself under foreign pressure. It raises serious questions about national
sovereignty. I simply don't believe it can solve the problem.
In the coming weeks, the Mexican government must decide whether a NAFTA with
strong environmental guarantees is worse than no NAFTA at all. Mexico, of course, can
reject our proposal. But if they do, I think they are also rejecting the NAFTA. And we
ought to make that very clear to them.
CONCLUSION
I said at the beginning that we make trade agreements because the American people
believe that well-negotiated agreements spur investment, raise living standards and create
jobs. They are good for America.
And I believe that the NAFTA can be good for America. With strong side
agreements, it won't be an economic silver bullet that solves all our problems. But at least it
would be a step forward.
However, we must begin broadening our definition of trade agreements. The NAFTA
has implications that go far beyond lower tariffs and growth. We cannot ignore its
environmental effects. If we do, we'll get a bad deal, and we'll hurt our country.
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I am slowly, reluctantly, coming to believe that Mexico thinks a NAFTA with strong
environmental guarantees is worse than no NAFTA at all. I hope that's wrong. But if it's,
right, my advice to any of you who want to make some quick money is this:
Don't bet on the NAFTA. Play Powerball.
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